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Abstract 
A program d@wncr intrgrution algorithm, which integrates two different versions of pro- 
grams derived from an original program into a common one, is given. The algorithm uses 
two kinds of program slices: backward slice and forward slice, which enables the algorithm to 
integrate a class of programs that cannot be integrated by the existing algorithms. The class 
includes such significant programs that one version is obtained by modifying then clause of an 
if statement in the original program and the other is obtained by modifying else clause of the if 
statement. It is also shown that the algorithm satisfies associaticity by regarding a program as 
a Boolean algebra in which the algorithm is expressed by an integration operation whose asso- 
ciativity is easily proved. The algorithm’s associativity is shown by the correspondence between 
the algorithm and the algebra. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The progrunl d@erence integration 
The need to integrate several versions of a program into a common one frequently 
arises when we are developing programs. Suppose that P is a freeware and that one uses 
a slightly modified version of P. If a new version of P is released. one must integrate 
the two different versions, the slightly modified P and the new version. Suppose that 
P is a program specific to a machine and that Q is the same program ported to 
another machine. When P is upgraded, Q must also be upgraded. This requires the 
task to integrate the difference between P and Q and the difference between P and 
the upgraded version. Suppose that numbers of people work together to develop a 
program, which has been getting common in these days. If two programmers modified 
the program simultaneously, the two versions of the program must be integrated. Since 
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to do such work by hand is very tedious, we hope to have the computers do the work. 
However, it is usually done by hand, since few tools support such work. difJ3, a tool 
of UNIX, ’ does the work by recognizing differences line by line, but, as shown in 
[6], its result is not necessarily correct: The resulting program may include not only 
syntactic errors but also semantic errors. 
The required tool would be a semantics-based one, called program dzfirence inte- 
gration 2 tool below here. A program difference integration tool takes three programs, 
an original program Base and its two variants A and B, detects changes added to the 
two variants, and produces a program M, result of integration, only if the changes do 
not have semantic interference. Note that the algorithm is not responsible for integrating 
semantically interfering programs. Such programs should be integrated by programmers 
who determine how to reconcile the interfering parts. 
Some algorithms for program difference integration have been proposed. The algo- 
rithm which appeared earlier is the one introduced by Horwitz, Prins and Reps, referred 
to as HPR algorithm or simply HPR [6] which integrates programs by analyzing the 
program’s static behavior. Besides, Reps [13] has later shown that HPR corresponds 
to a co-Heyting algebra3 and satisfies associativity which assures that several ways of 
applying HPR repeatedly to integrate three different versions of programs produce the 
same result. Thereafter, an algorithm by Yang, Horwitz and Reps, referred to as YHR 
algorithm or simply YHR [ 17,181, appeared. The YHR algorithm can integrate a larger 
class of programs than HPR by analyzing dynamic behavior of the programs. However, 
YHR does not satisfy associativity, as commented in [12]. (The list of programs in 
Table 1, which is taken from [6], is an example which can be successfully integrated 
by both HPR and YHR.) 
Whereas the both algorithms serve as a basis of program difference integration tool, a 
significant class of programs cannot be integrated by them. We give a typical instance in 
Table 2. (This was earlier pointed out by Berzins [2].) It is easily known that the correct 
result should include only the then clause of A and the else clause of B. However, 
neither HPR nor YHR can integrate them, which could be fatal in many situations. 
For example, suppose that a program is developed by a number of programmers and 
that two of the programmers are developing two modules which are executed in then 
clause or else clause of an if statement, respectively. The algorithms very likely fail to 
integrate the programs, when the programmers modify each module simultaneously. 
In this paper, we introduce an algorithm for program difference integration which 
integrates another class of programs including those shown in Table 2 by a static 
analysis. (As will be mentioned in Section 6, our algorithm cannot integrate some 
’ UNIX is a Trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
A In the previous studies [6,13,I7,18], program difference integration is simply called program inteyrution. 
But program integration tends to be confused with automatic program synthesis from specification, mathe- 
matical proof, and so on. Therefore, we use program difference integration rather than program integration 
in this paper. 
3 Whereas co-Heyting algebra is called Brouwerian algebra in [ 131, Brouwerian algebra is often used to 
denote Heyting algebra. We therefore call it co-Heyting algebra throughout this paper to avoid confusion. 
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Table I 
An example both HPR and YHR can successfully integrate 
Base A B M 
program program program program 
sum: =O; prod: = 1; sum: =O; prod:=l; 
x:=1; sum: =O; x:=1; sum: =O; 
while x < 11 do x:=1; while x < 1 I do x:=1; 
sum:=sum+x; while x-c 11 do sum:=sum+x; while x < 11 do 
x:=x+ 1 prod:=prod*x; x:=x+ 1 prod:=prod*x: 
end sum:=sum+x; end: sum:=sum+x; 
end(x,sum) x:=x+1 mean:=sum/lO x:=x+1 
end end(x,sum,mean) end; 
end( x,sum,prod) mean:=sum/lO 
end( x,sum,prod,mean )
Table 2 
An example neither HPR nor YHR algorithm can integrate 
Base A B M 
program program program program 
if x>0 if x>O if x>O if x>O 
then y:=O then y:=l then y:=O then y:=l 
else y:=2 else y:=2 else y:=-1 else y:=-I 
fi fi fi fi 
end(y) en@ y ) end(y 1 eWy ) 
programs that HPR can do, but we assert that they are not worth integrating than 
those which can be integrated by our algorithm.) To obtain such an algorithm, we 
must develop a method which analyzes data flow and control flow of every conditional 
statement more precisely. The idea of such a method stems from the observation that 
HPR and YHR fail to integrate such programs because they use only backward slice, 
which is considered to express a history of execution of a program. We, therefore, 
develop a method using not only back~vard slice but also fiwwurd slice, which is 
considered to express a continuation, rest of computation, of a program. In the second 
half of the paper, we also consider the algorithm’s associativity. We prove associativity 
by regarding each program as an elements of an algebra, following [ 131, where the 
algebra for our algorithm is a Boolean algebra whose elements are rrgulur elements 
of a Hq~ing algebra. 
The rest of this paper consists of six sections. In Section 2, we introduce a sim- 
ple programming language and a restricted programming environment to simplify our 
algorithm. In Section 3, our algorithm for program difference integration is given. Sec- 
tion 3.1 describes the outline of the algorithm which is divided into four steps. These 
steps are described, respectively, in Sections 3.2, 3.3. 3.4 and 3.5. In Section 4. the 
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associativity of the algorithm is shown by regarding each program as an element of 
a Boolean algebra. In Section 5, we verify that the algorithm and the algebra relate 
properly. In Section 6, our algorithm is compared with HPR, where our concern is the 
class of programs the two algorithms can integrate. Section 7 gives conclusion of this 
paper and future work. 
2. Preliminaries 
For the sake of simplicity, we introduce and discuss our program difference inte- 
gration algorithm on a simple programming language and a restricted programming 
development environment, following [6,13]: 
Language. The syntax of the target language is defined in Table 3 by Backus-Naur 
Form. Expressions are built from scalar constants and variables, and some arithmetic 
operations. Statements are either assignment statements, conditional statements, while- 
loops, or end statements. The program begins with program and ends with end state- 
ment which contains a list of variables. The programmers are mainly interested in the 
final value of the variables in this list. 
Environment. It is assumed that the programs are being developed in one site, and the 
programs are modified by the editor which have tagging facility; the tags are attached to 
each components of programs to identify which program components are the common 
ones. The tagging facility provided by the editor has the following properties: 
The tags attached to each components are persistent through all versions of the 
program; the same components have the same tag, and the different components 
have the different tags. 
The editor can perform the operations insert, delete and move. If a component is 
inserted, a new tag is attached to that component; if a component is deleted, the tag 
attached to that component is discarded and never reused; if a component is moved, 
the tag of that component does not change. 
Ordinarily, the tags are not exhibited explicitly, and in that case we assume that the 
statements of the same literal have the same tag. However, sometimes it is convenient 
Table 3 
Syntax of language 
Exp ::= < constant > 1 < variable > 1 < op > Exp 1 Exp < op > Exp 
Stmt ::= < variable >:= Exp 
( if Exp then Stmt else Stmt fi 
/ if Exp then Stmt fi 
( if Exp else Stmt fi 
1 while Exp do Stmt end 
) Stmt; Stmt 
Prog ::= program Stmt end( -c list of variables > ) 
- 
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to exhibit tags explicitly. Consider the following example: 
A B 
program program 
[l] y:=l; [l] y:=l; 
[2] if x>O then [2] if x>O then 
[31 y:=2 [31 y:=2 
else fi 
[41 y:=l end(y). 
fi 
end(y) 
While the statement y:=l occurs twice in the program A, it occurs in the program B 
only once. To clarify which occurrence in the program A corresponds to the occurrence 
in the program B, tags are exhibited explicitly. 
We discuss in the final section of the paper how to extend our algorithm to the 
one whose target language is a more practical one including various control struc- 
tures, procedures, recursions, and data structures. We also discuss the way to ap- 
ply our algorithm to the programs that has been developed without tagging 
facility. 
3. An algorithm for program difference integration 
In this section, we give an algorithm for program difference integration, which is 
called PDI algorithm or simply PDI below here. To emphasize the difference between 
the class of programs PDI integrates and that HPR and YHR integrate, we use the pro- 
grams in Table 4, which neither HPR nor YHR can integrate, as an example throughout 
this section. 
3. I. Outline of’ the integrution algorithm 
The PDT algorithm takes three programs as inputs - original version Base, and its 
two variant programs A and B, and generates a merged program M which has both 
of the changed properties of A and B. The PDI algorithm is executed in four steps as 
follows: 
Step 1. To generate a program dependence graph for each program. 
Step 2. To extract three subgraphs from the program dependence graphs which, re- 
spectively, express: 
l the part of A different from Base 
l the part of B different from Base 
l the common part of Base, A and B. 
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Table 4 
An example of programs to be integrated 
Base 
program 
if x>=O then 
sum:=O; 
while x>O do 
sum:=sum+x; 
x:=x- 1 
end 
else 
sum: =0 
fi 
end( sum) 
A 
program 
if x > =0 then 
sum:=O; 
while x>O do 
sum:=sum+x; 
x:=x-l 
end 
else 
sum:=- 1 
fi 
end( sum) 
B 
program 
if x > =0 then 
sum:=x*(x+ 1)/2; 
else 
sum:=0 
fi 
end( sum) 
Step 3. To merge the subgraphs. 
Step 4. To reconstitute a program M from the merged graph. 
Note that if the algorithm detects a semantic interference between the changed parts 
of the program A and B at Step 3 or Step 4, the algorithm reports interference, which 
is later defined as Type I interference and Type II interference, and terminates without 
any result. 
3.2. Step 1: Construction of program dependence graph 
Program dependence graph for a program is a directed graph, where each of its 
vertices corresponds to a statement of the program and each of its edges expresses 
control or flow dependence between the statements in the program. Program dependence 
graph includes only essential dependence in the corresponding program. For example, 
if the order of two statements does not affect the behavior of the program, there is 
neither control nor flow dependence between these statements. 
In this paper, we describe only the definition of Program dependence graph, and omit 
the algorithm for generating program dependence graph which can be found in [3]. 
Definition 3.1 (Program dependence graph). A program dependence graph - abbre- 
viated as PDG below here - for program P, denoted by Gp, is a directed graph whose 
vertices are connected by three kinds of edges. The characteristics of the vertices and 
edges are defined as follows. 
Vertices. Each assignment statement and control predicate in the program P has a 
corresponding vertex in Gp which is labeled with the text of the statement or predi- 
cate. Furthermore, a tag is attached to each vertex, where the tag is the one attached 
to the corresponding statement or predicate of the vertex. (Note that each vertex is 
distinguished not by the corresponding statements but by the tags.) A PDG has two 
kinds of extra vertices. One is the entry vertex which expresses the start point of the 
program. The other is jinul-use vertrs. There is a final-use vertex for each variable 
in the list of the end statement, and each final-use vertex is labeled by FinulUsr( xi. 
where x is the corresponding variable name. 
Edges. A PDG has two kinds of edges. control cieprr&ncr dqlcs and ,flo\l, dtywn- 
tlerzce ecl~~es. 
Control depetdetzce r&es. A control dependence edge with source L’ and target II’. 
denoted by I’--,, 112, is included in the PDG GP iff one of the following holds: 
(i) The vertex I’ is the entry vertex, and $1’ represents a component of P that is not 
nested within any control predicate; these edges are labeled with T which indicates 
true. Note that there exists a control dependence edge from the entry vertex to each 
final-use vertex. 
(ii) The vertex c represents a control statement, and $1’ represents a component of P 
nested immediately within the control construct whose predicate is represented by 
r. If the predicate is that of a while statement, the edge is always labeled with 
T; if 1’ is the predicate of an if statement, the edge is labeled with T or F ac- 
cording to whether $1’ is the component of the then branch or the else branch, 
respectively. 
Flow tlepmdet~ce dges. Ajlokr dependence edye with source L’ and target \v, denoted 
by I’- ,\“, is included in the PDG Gp iff L’ represents an assignment to a variable .Y 
and II’ represents a statement which use the value of .Y assigned at 1~. In this case, the 
edge is labeled by s. 
Furthermore, the flow dependence edge is categorized into two kinds. It is called 
loop-curried. denoted by c- I~(,,,M’, if both t: and M* are nested within a loop L, where 
the predicate corresponding to L is U, and the value assigned at c is propagated along 
a path in the control-flow graph for program P that includes the back-edge of loop L: 
otherwise the edge is called loop-independent. denoted by ~‘-_I,u’. 
The reader who is familiar with the HPR algorithm should notice that the definition of 
PDG in this paper is slightly different from the definition in [6]. We list the differences 
between them below. 
1. The PDG in this paper contains no initial-use vertices, since they prevent PDI 
from integrating some class of non-interfering programs. 
2. The PDG in this paper contains no def-order dependence edge. The def-order 
dependence edges are dispensable, since they do not contribute to the dependence 
analysis. Indeed, the YHR algorithm uses program representation graph which does 
not contain def-order dependence edge instead of PDG [ 17.181. 
3. The flow-dependence edges in this paper are labeled by a variable name which is 
later needed for analyzing the behavior of conditional statements more precisely. 
4. The PDG in this paper has a control-dependence edge from the entry vertex to 
each final-use vertex, which keeps the PDG connected. 
Example. The PDG for the program Base in Table 4 is given in Fig. 1. The boldface 
arrows represent control dependence edges, the solid arrows represent loop-independent 
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Fig. 1. PDG for the program Base 
flow dependence edges, and the solid arrows with hash mark represent loop-carried flow 
dependence edges. Each control dependence edge is labeled with either T or F, and 
each flow dependence edge is labeled by a name of variable which propagates the 
value from the edge’s source vertex to the target vertex. 
3.3. Step 2: Extracting subgraphs 
This is the most vital part for program difference integration algorithms. They de- 
termine the common part of given programs Base, A, and B, and the parts of A and B 
which are different from Base, respectively. Each of them is expressed as a subgraph 
of the PDG for Base, A, or B. While HPR often extracts subgraphs including excess 
vertices and edges, which prevents HPR from integrating such a simple example given 
in Table 2, PDI extracts subgraphs which more precisely represent the changed parts, 
by which the programs are successfully integrated. 
3.3. I. Program slices 
Similar to HPR, PDI uses the method called program slice [ 151 to determine the 
unchanged part and the changed parts of the PDGs. The notion of program slice is 
to extract a subprogram which consists of statements that are dependent on a given 
statement. However, the notion of program slice given in [6] is not sufficient to extract 
subgraphs more precisely. We therefore must extend the notion of program slice. 
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Below here, for each PDG G, V(G) and E(G) are used to denote the set of vertices 
of G and the set of edges of G, respectively. Readers should notice that each vertex 
is, as noted in Definition 3.1, identified not by a statement or a predicate but by a 
tag. Whereas the tags do not appear in the following definitions of the operations on 
PDGs, the tags are implicitly used to distinguish a vertex from many vertices labeled 
by the same statement or predicate. 
The equality between two PDGs G and G’ is defined as 
G = G’ iff V(G) = V( G’) and E(G) = E(G’). 
G C G’ is used to denote that G is a subgraph of G’, which is formally defined as 
GL G’ iff V(G)C V(G’) and E(G)&E(G’). 
Y 
Restriction of G to a set of vertices W, denoted by GJw, is defined as 
V(Gltv):= W n J’(G) 
E(Glw):= {o-,w E E(G) 1 z’,w E W} 
u{t~--+,jw E E(G) ( ti,w E W} 
u{u- /c(u)w E E(G) 1 u, 0, vi’ E W}. 
We first extend the notion of program slice by introducing the notion of forward 
slice as well as backward slice. HPR uses only backward slices, which is the main 
reason HPR sometimes mistakes the unchanged part for the changed part. On the 
other hand, using both backward and forward slices, PDI can extract subgraphs more 
precisely. 
Definition 3.2 (Backward slice, forward slice). Let u be a vertex of PDG G. The 
backward slice of G with respect to u, denoted by G& is defined as a graph containing 
all vertices that can reach u via flow or control edges: 
The forward slice of G with respect to u, denoted by GJ,-u, is defined as a graph 
V(G/,,u) := {w E V(G) ( W-Q} 
E(GI,u) := WV(+J. 
containing all vertices that can be reached 
V(G/,.u) := {w E V(G) 1 u-;,.~w} 
WYp) := Wl,zcG/,u, 1. 
by u via flow or control edges: 
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The definition can be extended to a set of vertices S = lJj ui as follows: 
It is useful to define V( G&v) = V(G/,.v) = 4 when D $2 V(G). 
Whereas the use of both backward and forward slices contributes to the extraction 
of more precise subgraphs, taking slices simply with respect to a vertex u sometimes 
prevent PDI from detecting interference. To avoid this, we introduce the notion of 
cooperative vertices. 
Definition 3.3 (Cooperative vertices). The set of cooperative vertices of u for PDG 
G, denoted by Coop(G, u), is defined as follows: t’ E V(G) \ V(G@) is a member of 
Coop(G,u) iff for some w E V(G/f~) \ {u}, one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) t’--t/iw and ,&I’ E V(Glfu) s.t. Zabel(tl~li~v) = label(t)‘-liw) 
(ii) t’-lc(p)w and j3v’ E V(G/$) s.t. labeZ(v-,,(PJw) = label(v’-+,,(Pjw) 
where A \ B denotes set-difference of A with respect to B, and labeI(u-fc) denotes 
the label attached to the edge. 
Combining the above two extensions, we get the final definition of program slices 
for PDI. 
Definition 3.4 (Extended slices). Let u be a vertex of PDG G. The extended back- 
ward slice of G with respect to u, denoted by G& is defined as a graph containing 
all vertices that can reach u or a member of Coop( G, u) via flow or control edges: 
G&A = G/J(u) u Coop(G,u)). 
The extended forward slice of G with respect to u, denoted by G&A, is defined as 
a graph containing all vertices that can be reached by u or a member of Coop( G, u) 
via flow or control edges: 
Ggu = G/f({u} U Coop(G,u)). 
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Similar to Definition 3.2, the definition can be extended to a set of vertices S = (J, tli 
as follows: 
Example. Fig. 2 shows four slices for the following program: 
program 
x:= 1; 
y := 2. 3 
z := 3; 
w :=x+y; 
v := w + Z’ 3 
end(v ). 
slice 
Fig. 2. Example of the slices of a PDG. 
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The backward slice and the forward slice with respect to the vertex representing 
w:=x+y are shown on the left side of the figure. We can easily check that the vertex 
z:=3 is cooperative vertex for the vertex w:=xiy, since there is a loop-independent 
flow dependence edge from the vertex z:=3 to the one v:=w+z, which is labeled by 
z, but the forward slice has no loop-independent flow dependence edge which has the 
target vertex v:=w+z and is labeled by z. Hence, the extended backward slice and the 
extended forward slice with respect to the vertex w:=x+y are the backward slice and 
the forward slice with respect to the set of vertices w:=x+y and z:=3, respectively. 
The extended slices are shown on the right side. 
3.3.2. Determining changed and preserved parts 
PDI determines the following three subgraphs by using the notion of slices defined 
above. 
l The common part of Base, A and B, denoted by Pre(A, Base, B). 
l The part of A different from Base, denoted by A(A, Base). 
l The part of B different from Base, denoted by A(B, Base). 
From now on, we will show the method to get these three subgraphs. Let ~~~~~~ GA 
and G, be the PDGs for Base, A and B, respectively. To extract the subgraph which 
represents the difference between program Base and its variant A, we define primary 
affected points of GA with respect to ~~~~~~ denoted by PAP,.Q~~~ as follows: 
PAP.Q~~~:={u E V(GA) ( GB~~~&c # GA &V and VW E V(GA), 
(w--+Efv and G~~~ehw # GA bw> * ~-z,,~w). 
The primary affected points of GB with respect to Gease, PAPBB~~~, is defined similarly. 
The HPR algorithm defines a similar set of vertices, the affected points, which 
consists of the vertices for which (the not extended) backward slice of the original 
program and that of the variant program do not coincide. However, affected points can 
include the vertices which have nothing to do with the changes, since every vertex 
that can be reached by an affected point via flow or control edges is also an affected 
point. Instead of affected points, PDI uses primary affected points, the set of vertices 
that are executed earliest among the members of affected points. 
We consider that the restriction of the variant program’s PDG to the vertices of 
extended backward slice and the extended forward slice with respect to the primary 
affected points represents the changed part of the program. Defining the extended back- 
ward slices and the extended forward slices with respect to the primary affected points 
as follows: 
AB(A, Base j: =GA ~PAPAJ~~ 
AF(A, Base): =GA ~PAPAJ~~~ 
AB(B, Base): =GB ~PAPBJ~~~ 
AF(B, Base): =GB $PAPBB,,,, 
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we define PDGs which represent the changed parts of the programs, denoted by 
A(A, Base) and A(B. Base), as follows: 
A(A, Base):=G 1 4 I’(~8(A.Ease))UI’(SF(.4.Husf)) 
WLBaL~e):=GsI I’(~~(Bs~~~))uI~(~~(B.R~.~~~) 
Next, we extract the common part of Base, .4 and B. The pursrrvedpoints for Geuse, 
G.4 and Gg, denoted by PPA.B~~~J is defined as the se t of vertices for which both the 
extended backward slice and the extended forward slice of the three PDGs coincide. 
Defining the extended backward slice and the forward slice with respect to the preserved 
points as follows: 
Pree(A, Base, B): =Base ~PP,~.B~.~~B 
PreF(A, Base, B): =Base ~PP,~J~,~~B, 
we define the preserved part among Base, A and B, denoted by Pre(A.Base.B), as 
follows: 
Pre(A, Base, B): =BaseI Prrs(ABase.B)U,,Prt’~lA,Basr,B). 
Example. Fig. 3 shows the example of A(A, Base) and A( B, Base), where Base, A and 
B are the programs in Table 4. As for A(A. Base), since only the vertex representing 
Fig. 3. A(A.Base) and A(B. Base). 
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sum:=-1 is the member of PAP,Q~~~ and this vertex has no cooperative vertices, the 
extended backward slice and the extended forward slice with respect to the vertex 
sum:=-1 are the graphs enclosed by the thin dashed-line and the thick dashed-line, 
respectively. Hence, the graph enclosed by thick solid line is A(A,Base). A(B,Base) 
is obtained in a similar way. 
In this example, Pre(A, Base,B) is a null graph, which indicates that there is no 
common part among Base, A and B. 
3.4. Step 3: Merging PDGs 
The PDG GM is obtained by merging three subgraphs A(A, Base), A(B, Base) and 
Pre(A, Base, B): 
GM: =A(A, Base)U,A(B, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B), 
where U, represents merging of graphs: 
V(GAU~GB):=V(G/~) U V(GB) 
E(GAu~GB):=E(GA) U E(Ge). 
We expect that GM represents the result of integration. However, being merely the 
mixture of the three program components, GM is not guaranteed to reflect the changed 
behavior of the variant programs correctly. We are afraid that the changed part of a 
variant program adds excess dependence edges to the changed part of another variant 
program. Therefore, we must insure that the changed behavior of the variants A and B 
is preserved in GM. The condition that must hold for the changed behavior of A and 
B to be preserved in GM is 
GM LPAPA,B~~~ = GA &'APA,B~~~ 
and 
GM ~#'APB.B~,~ = GB &'APB,B,, 
and 
GM ~PAPA,B~~~ = GA ~PAPA.B~~~ 
and 
Since the preserved part among Base, A and B is never affected by merging, it is 
sufficient to check that the changed behaviors are preserved. 
When the changed behaviors are not preserved, i.e. the above condition does not 
hold, the algorithm reports interference and terminates. We call this interference Type 
I interference. 
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Table 5 
Programs that cause Type I interference 
[21 
Base 
program 
y:=x+ 1 
end(y) 
[ll 
121 
A 
program 
x:zl. 
y:=x+ 1 
end(y) 
[21 
131 
B 
program 
y:=x+ 1; 
y:=y*2 
end(y). 
Example. We give an example of Type I interference. Consider simple programs in 
Table 5. (Notice that the statement y:=x+l of each program has the same tag.) 
Since PAPA,J,,~~ consists of one vertex representing x:=1 and PAPB,B~.~~~ consists 
of one vertex y:=y*2, A(A,Base) and 4(B, Base) are just G.1 and Ga, respectively. 
Because Pre(A, Base,B) is null, a G M is the union of G,d and Gg as displayed in 
Fig. 4. Notice that GM has only one vertex representing y:=x+l, because the tags 
attached to the statement y:=x+l for each program are the same ones. 
Here, as shown in Fig. 4, we have two inequalities: 
GM ~PAPB.B~~.~~ # GB /$‘APB.B~~~. 
which cause Type I interference. 
3.5. Step 4: Reconstituting u proyrum 
The final step of PDI is to reconstitute a program from the PDG G,+f. The reconsti- 
tution algorithm determines whether the PDG corresponds to some program, and if so, 
produces a program. 
Definition 3.5 (Feasibility) and injtasibility). The PDG G is said to be jtasiblr iff 
there exists some program P such that G p = G. Otherwise, we say the PDG G is 
inftusible. 
When Gh, is infeasible, the algorithm reports interference and terminates. We call 
this interference T_vpe II interference. 
The algorithm for reconstitution is fully studied in [6]. Since our PDG is not so 
different from the PDG used by HPR, we can apply the algorithm to ours without 
much change. We therefore omit the algorithm for reconstitution in this paper. 
Example. We show how the final step of PDI is performed, when PDI integrates the 
programs in Table 4. Fig. 5 shows the result of merging three PDGs Pre(A, Base, B), 
&A, Base) and A(B,Base). (Pre(A, Base.B) does not appear in the figure, since 
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it is null.) The merged graph is feasible and has the following corresponding program: 
program 
if x >=O then 
sum := x*(x + 1)/Z; 
else 
sum := -1; 
fi 
end( sum) 
‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 4. An example of Type I interference. 
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Fig. 5. The result of graph merging 
This is adequate for a result of integration, since the program A is modified to store 
another value in the variable sum when the input (the value of variable x) is illegal, 
and the program B is improved to compute the value to be stored in the variable sum 
more efficiently, and the program A4 has both properties of these variant programs. 
4. Associativity of integration 
There are several ways to apply PDT to three variant programs A, B, and C with 
respect to the original program Base. For example, we can apply PDI to the variant 
programs A and B with respect to Base to get the result Ml, and then apply the 
algorithm to Ml and C with respect to Base and get the result M. Another way is to 
apply PDI to B, C, and Base at first to get the result M2 and then apply the algorithm 
again to A, M2, and Base to get the result M’ (see Fig. 6.). 
Our concern is whether the programs obtained by applying PDI repeatedly, including 
M and M’ above, are equivalent. If they are equivalent, we are not bothered to select 
the way of applying the algorithm. If the programs obtained by applying an algorithm 
repeatedly is equivalent, we say that the algorithm satisfies associatioity. 
The aim of this section is to prove the associativity of PDI. While the proof would 
be very complex if we deal with PDGs just as graphs, we can reduce the complexity 
by treating PDGs as the elements of an algebra, as shown by Reps [13]. Whereas 
other algebraic properties shown by Reps of course hold in PDI, we concentrate on 
associativity in this paper. 
4.1. Modeling integration in Heyting ulgrbru 
In [ 131, Reps showed that each PDG can be an element of a co-Heyting algebra[ 1 l] 
by regarding the PDG as a set of backward slices with respect to each vertices of the 
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Base 
Fig. 6. Associativity of program difference integration. 
PDG. However, we use Heyting algebra to model integration by PDI algorithm, since 
co-Heyting algebra cannot be used to model the integration which uses forward slices 
as well as backward slices. Heyting algebra is defined as follows. 
Definition 4.1 (Hryting algebra). Heyting algebra is an algebra (L, U, n, -+, I) which 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) (L, U, fl) is a lattice with least element 1. 
(ii) L is closed under +. 
(iii) For all a, b, and c in L, a+b 2 c w b z] a n c. 
In the rest of the paper, we omit the proof for fundamental algebraic properties of 
Heyting algebra, which is left to [IO, p. S-l 11. 
To reach our goal, we begin by introducing a partial order relation on the slices. 
Definition 4.2 (Purtiul order of’ the slices). We use G to denote the set of PDGs 
whose vertices having the same tag are labeled with the same statement or predi- 
cate. We extend the definition of slicing with respect to a set of vertices to that of 
slicing with respect to a PDG as follows. 
Let x and v be two PDGs in G. The backward slice and the forward slice of x for 
y are defined, respectively, 
x&, y: =xh V(y) and xlr-y: =.u/’ V(y). 
Then we introduce a partial order relation to the slices. 
X<h_V e ylbx =x 
x-<ry * yjfx=x 
Notice that the partial order relation on the slices is defined by the plain slices, not by 
the extended ones. 
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In Section 3.3.2, we defined A(A,Base) as restriction of G.4 to the vertices of the 
extended backward slice and the extended forward slice with respect to PAP..,,B~,~~~, 
and Pre(Base,A, B) is defined as restriction of Geust. to the vertices of the extended 
backward slice and the extended forward slice with respect to PPA.J~,,~J. While we 
suppose from these definitions that a PDG can be recognized as a set of pairs of 
an extended backward slice and an extended forward slice with respect to each ver- 
tex of the PDG, the set often includes inadequate elements; see Fig. 7. The element 
(x, y) is a pair of extended backward slice and forward slice with respect to the ver- 
tex labeled by FinaIUse(y). As the element represents a state the program’s execu- 
tion is just finished, the extended backward slice .Y is considered to be the history 
of the execution. However, x contains both statements of then clause and else clause 
of the if statement, which indicates that the both clauses has been executed. Exclud- 
ing such elements, we obtain a basis for our algebraic framework, sirrglc-point .rlic~ 
puir set Cl. 
Definition 4.3 (Single-point slice pair set). Let GBF, be the set of pairs of backward 
and forward slices of all PDGs with respect to one vertex in the PDG: 
GBFl: ={(x, ~1) 1 3g E G, 3w E V(g) s.t. g AMI = .Y and ~1 b+r = JZ}. 
Then, Gt , called single-point slice pair set, is obtained by excluding some elements 
from GBF,: 
GI :={(x,.v) E GBF, ) /?I(+‘) E GBF, s.t. 
x’<bx and v< ,.v’ 
and V(X) u V(y) 2 V(x’) u V(#)} 
where V 3 W H V 2 W and V # W. 
(x,y> = 
Fig. 7. An inadequate pair of slices. 
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We define a partial order relation on G, as follows: 
for all (XI,YI)~(XZ~Y?) E GI, (xI,.YI)<(xz,Y~) H .x2Gbxl and yl df~2. 
Remark. Note that an element of GBF, is excluded from Gi if it contains execution 
paths such that not all of them can be executed in an execution. Suppose, for example, 
that an if statement occurs in the body of a while statement which takes different 
branches of the if statement during different invocations of the body. Let (x,y) be 
an element of GBF, such that x contains the statements of both then clause and else 
clause of the if statement. If the statements of both clauses of the if statement depend 
on each other, the element (x, v) should be included in Gi, since both clauses can 
be executed in an execution; otherwise, i.e. if the statements of both clauses of the if 
statement do not depend on each other, the element should be excluded from Cl. 
Example. Fig. 8 shows some elements of G1 and the partial order relation between 
them. Each oval represents a pair of the extended backward slice and the extended 
forward slice with respect to the vertex pointed by the arrow mark. The lines that 
connect the ovals show the partial order relation; the upper one is greater than the 
lower. 
The domain of our model is defined as the set of downward-closed subsets of Gi. 
Definition 4.4 (Downward-closed set). The downward-closed set of Gi, denoted by 
DCS, is defined as follows: 
DCS:={S E b(G,) ( Vu E G,(3s E S s.t. U&Y) =+ u E S}, 
where 9(Gi ) denotes the power set of Gi . 
Let P be a program. The downward-closed set for P, denoted by DC(P), is defined 
as follows: 
DC(P):={s E GI I sd(Gp, GPO)), 
where PO is the program: 
program 
end( 1, 
or, in other words, GpO is the PDG which consists of one entry vertex. The notation 
DCJg), where g is a PDG, will be used to denote {s E GI I s<(g, GP, )}. 
Example. All the elements that appear in Fig. 8 form a downward-closed set. Fig. 9 
shows DC(M), the downward-closed set for the program M in Table 2. 
Observation. The algebra (DCS, U, f~), where U and n denote set union and intersec- 
tion, respectively, is a lattice. The set inclusion (C) is the partial order on the lattice 
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then y:=l 
f 
program 
if x>O 
I then y:=l fi =>end(y) 
program 
=>if x>O 
else y:=-1 
fi 
end(y) 
f program 
if x>O 
> else y:=-1 
fi 
end(y) 
else y:=-1 
Fig. 8. Partial order relation of G,. 
elements. The set union and the intersection correspond to the merge and the common 
part of two PDGs, respectively. 
To have DC’S form a Heyting algebra, we have to define itnplicufion operutiott --. 
Definition 4.5 (Implication). Let a and b be elements of DCS. We define intplicu~ion 
operation, denoted by a-b, as follows: 
Theorem 4.6. (DCS, U, n, +, 4) is a Heyting ulgebru. 
Proof. This can be proved in a similar way as in [13, Theorem 3.61. 
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f=>program ’ 
if x>O 
then y:=l 
fi 
f=> program 3 
if 00 
else y:=-1 
fi 
fi 
Fig. 9. An example of DCS for a program. 
Although implication is a primitive operation on Heyting algebra, this operation 
itself does not play the main role. The operation is used to define the two operations: 
pseudo-complement and pseudo-difference. 
Definition 4.7 (Pseudo-complement). Let (L, LI, n, -+,I) be a Heyting algebra and a 
be an element of L. The pseudo-complement of a, denoted by Ta, is defined as follows: 
7a: =aF+-L. 
Pseudo-complement operation is later used for “regularization” in (DCS, U, ~3, -+, 4). 
Definition 4.8 (Pseudo-dz@rence). Let (L, U, n, -+, I) be a Heyting algebra, and a 
and b be elements of L. The pseudo-dijfkence of a for 6, denoted by a7b, is defined 
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as follows: 
The following two equations hold in (DC’S, lJ, n, -. 4): 
This indicates that Ta is the complement of the upward-closed set of a relative to GI 
and that a7b is the complement of the upward-closed set of b relative to a. 
Example. Fig. 10 shows the example of pseudo-difference operation for the programs 
in Table 2. The meshed region (a) expresses DC(A)rDC(Base), and the region (b) 
expresses DC(B)TDC(Base). 
By the above discussion, it seems that il(A,Base), ~I(ll,Base), and Pre(Base,A,B) 
correspond to DC(A)TDC(Base), DC(BkDC(Base). and DC(Base)flDC(A)nDC(B). 
respectively. However, this is not a good solution, because 
Ll(A. Base)U&B, Base)U,Pre(Basr. .4, B) 
is expressed in DCS as follows: 
(DC(A)TDC(Base)) U (DC’(B)TDC(Base)) U (DC(Base) 
nDC(14 ) n DC(B)). (*I 
Since DC(Base) n DC(A) n DC(B) = 4 , the expression (*) is just the union of the 
regions (a) and (b). On the other hand, we expect to have the following program as 
a result of integration: 
A4 
program 
ifx>O 
then y := 1 
else y :== -1 
fi 
end(y). 
But DC(M), expressed by the meshed region in Fig. 9, is larger than (*). 
This fact does not mean that our consideration is wrong: It is true that (*) is smaller 
than DC(M), but (*) includes the statement y:=l which is executed when x>O and 
the statement y:=-1 which is executed when x<O, which indicates that the two sets 
express the same program. Therefore, what we need is some “regularization” operation 
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then y:=l 
r program 
if x>O 
then y:=l 
fi 
=>end(y) 
/ 
L / 
if x>O 
: ,: . = > : else y:=-1 .j; 
:: fi .: .: 
. ,. end(y) .i: ..:... 
1 
Fig. 10. An example of pseudo-difference. 
which converts an element of DC’S into a representative one which represents the same 
program. 
4.2. Regularization by double negation 
The required properties for regularization operation is listed below. 
1. A regularized element expresses the same program as its original element does, i.e. 
both of them express the same set of execution paths. 
2. A regularized element is the maximum element which satisfies the condition 1. 
We propose to use double negation operation ~l( _) as regularization operation, which 
corresponds to the notion of regular element in a Heyting algebra. 
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Definition 4.9 (Regular element). Let (L,u,~, +, I) be a Heyting algebra, and a be 
an element of L. a is called regular element, or simply regular, if Tla = a holds: 
To show that the conditions hold, we need the next proposition 
Proposition 4.10. For ull element a of DCS. the follo,$+ng holds. 
-~a = {x E G, ( Vy E G,, (Vz E a,z d .Y) =+ Y $ -x) 
Proof. Easy exercise. 
To show that condition 1 is satisfied, suppose that 71~ expresses an execution path 
which a does not. Let x be an element of -?a which corresponds to such an execu- 
tion path. If x<w for some w E a, x belongs to the execution path corresponding to 
~1, which contradicts the assumption. We therefore can assume that ‘dw E a,x $ M’. 
Since x contains an execution path which is not included in a, we have a minimal 
element _v E DCS such that ydx, where ,v represents the state that the execution 
along with such an execution path is just finished. Since the execution path repre- 
sented by y does not belong to those which are represented by a, we have ‘d,- E 
a,z $ _I’, which contradicts the above proposition. We therefore conclude that condition 
1 holds. 
Next, we show that the double negated element TTa is a maximal one satisfy- 
ing condition 1. Let b be another element which satisfies condition 1 and is greater 
than 11~. Let x be an element of the set h \ -la. By the above proposition, we 
have 
3y E GI s-t. VZ E a,z 6 y and y <.x. 
This indicates that x contains an execution path which is not included in a, which 
contradicts the assumption that b satisfies condition 1. To show Tla is maximum, let 
h be another maximal element satisfying the condition 1. Then, 7+-a U h) is again 
a double negated element satisfying condition 1 which is greater than ??a, which 
contradicts the assumption lla is maximal. 
By the above discussion, we have shown that the double negation satisfies the condi- 
tions required for a regularization operation. (An example of regularization by double 
negation is shown in Fig. 11.) We use double negation operations as regularization 
operations below. 
Definition 4.11 (Regularized dowmvard closed set). For each program P, the regulur- 
ized dolvn++,ard closure, denoted by RDC(P), is defined as follows: 
The notation RDCJg) , where g is a PDG, will be used to denote T-DC,(~). 
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program 
=> if x>O 
else y:=-1 
fi 
end(y) 
fi 
end(y) 
L ) 
else y:=-1 
Fig. 11. An example of regularization by double negation. 
The regularized downward closed set, denoted by RDCS, is the set of regular ele- 
ments of DCS, 
RDCS:={~~a( a E DCS}. 
Let us consider algebraic operations on RDCS. Letting a and b be elements of RDCS, 
anb, la, and ayb are again the elements of RDCS. However, aUb is not regular in gen- 
eral. We must therefore define a new join operation on RLXS (_U_) as aOb:=+aUb). 
This corresponds to the following fundamental property of Heyting algebra. 
Theorem 4.12. Let (L, LI, fl, --f, _L) be a Heyting algebra, and A4 be the set of regular 
elements in L, i.e. M:={l-a 1 a E L}; we dejne a binary operation aiIb for any 
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elements a and b in L by’ aiib:=+a U h). Then, (M,i~.n,1) is a Boolean uhgebrtr, 
bl!here n und 1 ure the sume operations in (L, U, FI, -+, I j. 
Theorem 4.13. (RDCS, 0, n, 1) is u Boolean algebra. 
Proof. Immediately from Theorem 4.12. 0 
By the discussions so far, we found that our ultimate model for integration is a 
Boolean algebra (RDCS, 0, n. 1). 
4.3. Integration operution and its associaticity 
We obtained the algebraic framework for program difference integration, a Boolean 
algebra (RDCS, 0, n, -), which has sufficient operations on its elements - join( -III_), 
meet( _ n _) and difference operation(_ - -, which is defined as a - b:=a n lb.) We 
define integration operation with these operations. 
Definition 4.14 (Integration operation). Let (A4, 0, n, -) be a Boolean algebra and a, 
h and base be the members of M. The integrution operation of a and b with respect 
to base, denoted by a[base]b, can be defined as follows: 
a[base]b:=(a - base)fi(a n base n b)U(b - base). 
Example. Let Base, A, and B be the programs in Table 2. Fig. 12 shows the result of 
the integration operation a[base]b. The meshed regions (a) and (b) express RDC(A) - 
RDC(Basej and RDC(B) - RDC(Base) respectively, and RDC(A) Ti RDC(Base) n 
RDC(Bj is empty. Hence, RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B) just consists of all elements 
displayed in Fig. 12 which coincides RDC(M) in Fig. 11. 
We obtain an equation a[base]b = ((unb) - base)ti(a n b) by a simple calculation. 
which leads us to define simultuneous intrgrution that integrates numbers of variant 
programs simultaneously in the following way. 
Definition 4.15 (Simultuneous integration). The simultuneous integration of elements 
XI ,x2,. . ,.Y,, with respect to element base, denoted by [base]{xl . .x2,. . ,x,~}, is defined as 
[basel{x~,x~,...,. ,, t }:=((x,lIlx~li~. Chn) - base)llj(.ul n .K2 n n x,). 
Now, we are ready to prove associativity of the integration operation. 
Theorem 4.16 (AssociutiGty Theorem). 
(x[base]y)[base]z = x[base](y[base]z) = (x[base]z)[base]y 
= (x[base]y)[base](x[base]z) = (x[base]v)[x](x[base]z) 
= [base]{x, y, z}. 
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/=> program 
if x>O 
then y:=l 
else y:=-I 
fi 
L end(y) 
program 
=> if x>O 
7 
then y:=l 
else y:=-1 
fi 
end(y) 
if x>O . . .,. . .:.. ..: else )!:=-l i::’ 
fi 
j 
. :::. : end(y) ,::. 
:: ,a : ‘. : : :. :’ :.: !:: : >,: I. :: .:i,. t::_$g$:.::$ :: :  .,  : .:+ ..: :,. .::, j .,‘j ;:I :;:;,i_. .:: . .. . ‘:::.,:...:i. . , :.: .,.. .. +j,. ., ., . . . .., ., . ., : :: . .c: r:: ‘.. ,.,::‘: . . ,: 22 .:..::‘. .,, ., .,., :: ‘:,-: ,.,, :,, .  ., .., , ,. . . ,:, ... . . . . . . . . . . . ,,,.::.. ,, : : :: ..: 5:,;:;. ‘: .:.,.Y::..‘. . . .,,.,,, , :>: :.:,, . . . . . . . ..l..l .,,_... ...,. 
yj’ : :. 
; ._’ . . ..[ 
.:. .., . !/ :,. ‘,, ;~i,. i::.:;. :‘i:: _ I+:::.l:L:iy+ .i .,.,... : _i:..::: , ,.‘:,.j,:.:,:; ,:,;. ~ :. : :: ,,;,,:, . ..: . . :.. : : :.:. :. .::: ..;..;g :: .:.;. .+$+ i::.i.j :;;,:: 
.:. ,;: :.; .: : .:, j j ‘:‘::::‘,i:i 
.i: .g.. . 
;:r. j,:j :.: :...: (_ ,~&:, ,,:: ;g:. 
:.: 
program 
.‘: :.j 
. : .: ,.:. :. .: :‘:.. =>if x>O . . . . . 
I. 
..’ fi 
else y:=-1 ;.F 
., . 
; ,.. end fyi 
: ‘:: 
.: : ., :.. : 
L ‘: .;, :I:,‘: : > .’ :. ,: ;., : .,,: ::: ::,:. .., , Y;. : .y; ::....: : . :.. :....i  . . ‘;,:. . ‘.‘,. 
.i . . :.:. => else y:=-l ;:.:: 
.: fi ., . . : 
: end(y) . . ,. .‘. : . .., : ‘: .:. :‘.= . . .:: . ...:_ :: i.:: ,_ ,:.: :::.’ r-I: 
. . 
,. :, . 1 : ;, ; . . . ..,...  .,... I, :.‘; :. . :..:,;: : :. g:. j{ :,::. ., :“‘.:‘,::‘_..:::‘:.:. ..!, ,,.
) .:.:.. .:.: :I; :,., :.: .: 7 .\.. :,:;:. :.: . . : :’ :‘: 
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Fig. 12. An example of integration operation. 
Proof. We first prove (x[base]y)[buse]z = [base]{x, y,z}: 
(x[base]y)[base]z 
= ((x[base]ylJz) - base)li(x[base]y n 2) 
= ((((xl3y) - he)O(x n y)llz) - base)0((((x0y) - base)lIl(x fl y)) n 2) 
= (x - base)lJ(y - ba.se)lJ((x n y) - base)li(z - base) 
= U(((x - base)D(y - base)) n z)O(x n y n Z) 
= (x - buse)ij(y - buse)U(z - buse)Cl(x n y n z) 
= [base] {x, y, z> 
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(x[base]y)[base]z = x[base](v[base]z) = (x[buse]z)[buse]J, = [buse]{x, J-Z} holds by 
symmetry. (x[buse]y)[buse](x[buse]z) = (x[buse]y)[x](x[buse]z) = [buse]{x. y,;} can 
also be proved in a similar way. 0 
5. Relationship between the algorithm and the algebra 
We have developed two methods for program difference integration, the integration 
operation in (RDCS.fl,n.~) and the PDI algorithm. They are related to each other, 
but differ in detail. While PDI performs the following operation on PDGs: 
A(u,buse)U,Pre(u, base, b)U,A(b, base). 
the integration operation on RDCS manipulates the sets of program slices: 
(RDC(u) - RDC(buse))O(RDC(u) n RDC(buse) f? RDC(b)) 
ij(RDC(b) - RDC(buse)). 
The next proposition shows that if PDI does not report Type I interference, the two 
methods compute corresponding answers. That is, there is a way to convert the PDG 
created by PDI into the element of RDCS computed by the integration operation, 
Proposition 5.1. If‘ the PDI algorithm pusses the Tlspe 1 interference test to integrute 
progrunu A und B wYth respect to Base, then 
RDC,(h(A. Base)U,,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B,Buse)) 
= RDC(A)[RDC(Buse)]RDC(B). 
Proof ( Sketch 1. It is enough to prove the following four equations. 
(I) RDC,(A(A, Base)) = RDC(A) - RDC(Buse), 
(2) RDC,(A(B, Base)) = RDC(B) - RDC(Base), 
(3) RDC,(Pre(A, Base, B)) = RDC(A) n RDC(Buse) n RDC( B), 
(4) RDC,(A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B, Base)) = RDC,(A(A, Base)) 
iJRDC,Pre(A.Buse,B)iJRDC,(A(B,Buse)). 
We first show that Eq. (1) holds. Note that RDC(A) - RDC(Buse) consists of 
RDC(A)‘s elements which correspond to execution paths that are different from any 
execution paths of program Base, and therefore RDC(A) - RDC(Buse) corresponds 
to a program which is represented by a PDG %‘(RDC(A) - RDC(Buse)), where %(-) 
is a function which reconstructs a PDG from an element of RDCS, defined 
as follows: 
b’(F?(u)):= u (V(s) u V(t)) 
(s.t )EU 
E(%J(a)):= U (E(s) U E(t)). 
l.V~&l 
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Since, by the discussion in Section 4.2, we can determine a unique element in 
RDCS which corresponds to a program, it is enough to prove that A(A,Ba.se) 
(= Y(RDCJA(A,Base)))) = Y(RDC(A)-RDC(Base)). Now recall that A(A,Base) is 
obtained, roughly saying, by merging two graphs, GA ~PAPQ,,, and GA ~PAPA,B~~~. By 
this definition and the following relation between PAPAJJ~~~ and RDC(A) - RDC(Base): 
For each v E PAPAJ~~~, 
UYS &GA& and Uyt &, GA bv 
(s,f)ERDC(A)-RDC(Base) (s.t)ERDC(A)-RDC(Base) 
we have A(A, Base) Cs g(RDC(A) - RDC(Base)). To show A(A, Base) & 
%(RDC(A) - RDC(Base)), let (s,t) be an element of RDC(A) - RDC(Base) such 
that s&t is not a subgraph of A(A, Base), and v be a vertex such that s = s/~{ v} U 
COOP(GA, v) and t = tlr{v} U COOP(GA, v). There are three cases to consider: 
l 3u E PAPA,J~~~ such that U-:,.-II. 
Let (s’, t’) be an element of RDC(A) such that s’ = s’/~{u} U Coop(GA, u) and 
t’ = t’/j-{u} U Coop( GA, u). By s’ d t,s and t < ft’ and the definition of Gi , we have 
V(s) U V(t) C V(s’) U V(f) = V(A(A, Base)), which indicates sU,t is a subgraph of 
A(A, Base). 
l 1: # PAp~,~ase and 3u E PAPA,J~~~ such that v--+~,~u. 
Let (s’, t’) be an element of RDC(A)-RDC(Base) such that s’ = S’/,{U}UCOOP(GA, u) 
and t’ = t’/,-{u} U COO~(GA, u). Since V(s) C: V(s’), t contains a vertex w such that 
w is not included in A(A,Base), which indicates w’ j+z,/w and w +r,fw’ for 
all w’ E PAPAJ~~~. By downward-closedness of RDCS, there exists (s”, t”), an el- 
ement of RDC(A) - RDC(Base), such that s” = s”/~{w} U Coop(GA, w) and t” = 
t/‘/j(w) U COO~(GA, w). This indicates that GA iw # GsOse iw or GA bw # ~~~~~ kw, 
which contradicts the definition of primary affected points. 
l v’u E PAp~.~ose. v j+~,,u and D -j+T,u. 
Since GA iv # G ~~~~ bv or GA bv # ~~~~~ bv, this contradicts to the definition of 
primary affected points. 
Eq. (2) can be shown by the same discussion. Eq. (3) can be shown in a similar 
manner by considering the relation between PPAJ~~~J and RDC(A) f~ RDC(Base) n 
RDC(B). 
Eq. (4) can be shown as follows. Since we have shown in Section 4.2 that 
the regularization operation adds neither a new vertex nor a new edge, 99(L) = 
S’(R) holds, where L and R are the left-hand side expression and the right-hand 
side expression of the equation, respectively. Next, we show L and R intend to 
express the same program, i.e. the same set of execution paths, which let us con- 
clude L = R by the uniqueness of correspondence between PDGs and elements of 
RLKS. Both L and R indeed consist of the same set of execution paths, since the 
PDI algorithm passes Type I interference test which assures that no new execution 
paths are added when merging subgraphs A(A, Base), Pre(A,Base,B), and 
A(B, Base). 0 
To obtain final result, the PDI algorithm must pass Type II interference as well 
as Type I interference. Remember that Type II interference occurs when there is 
no program which corresponds to the PDG created by the algorithm; such a PDG 
was said to be infeasible. The notion of infeasibility can also be introduced into 
(RDCS. 0. n, 7 ). 
Definition 5.2 (Feasibilitll and injhasibility). Let LI be a member of RDCS. u is said 
to be ,f&xible if there is a program P such that RDC(P) = a. If no such program 
exists, n is said to be infeasible. 
We now show that RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B) is feasible iff the integration of 
programs A and B with respect to Base is performed successfully by the PDI algorithm. 
Proposition 5.3. RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B) is ,ftusihle @ the inteyration oj pro- 
grums A and B with respect to Base b?? the PDI akqorithm succeeds (i.e. neitkrr 
Type I tmr ripe II interjerence is reported). 
Proof. (+) Assuming that the integration of A and B with respect to Base by the 
PDI algorithm succeeds, we show that RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B) is feasible. Since 
the algorithm succeeds in integrating programs, Type II interference is never reported. 
Hence, A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B, Base) is feasible. By Definition 3.5. there 
exists a program P such that 
Gp = A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,,A(B, Base) 
Consequently. 
RDC(P) = RDC,(Gp) 
= RDC,(A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B )&A( B, Base)) 
= RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B) 
by the assumption that Type I interference never occurs and Proposition 5.1. 
Hence, RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B) is feasible. 
(+) Assuming that RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B) is feasible, we show that the in- 
tegration of A and B with respect to Base by the PDI algorithm succeeds. 
By the assumption, there exists a Program P such that 
RDC,( Gp) = RDC(A)[RDC(Base )]RDC( B). 
Note that for any PDG H, 
H = U&J& 
(s.t ERDC<,(H) 
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Since, by the discussion in Section 4.2, we have 
U&W = U&U,O> 
(s.tE--a (S,f )Ea 
for any elements a and b of RDCS, the following holds. 
Us(W) = U’WUUy Us(W). 
(s.t)Ealjb (s.tEa (s,tEa 
By these observations, we have the following derivation: 
GP = U&‘JgO = U&W 
(~,OERDC<,(GP) (~,~)ERDC(A)[RDC(B~~~)]RDC(B) 
= UB W) 4 
(s.t)ERDC(A)-RDC(Base) 
u i/ Wd) % u Y Wd) 
(s,~)ERDC(A)~RDC(E~~~)~RDC(B) (s,t)ERDC(B)-RDC(Base) 
= U,wJ,t) 4 IJg Wd) 4 IJY w/t) 
(s,t)ERDC,,(A(ABase)) (s,t)ERDC,,(pre(A~~eB)) (s.f)~RDC,,(a(BBase)) 
= A(A,Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B, Base). 
There are two cases to consider: 
(*) 
(i) Suppose that the PDI algorithm reports Type I interference. The condition for Type 
I interference can be rewritten as disjunction of the following four conditions: 
(a) A&4, Base) &, A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B, Base), 
(b) AF(A, Base) $f A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B, Base), 
(c) AB(B, Base) &, A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B, Base), 
(d) A~(B,l?ase) & A(B, Base)U,Pre(A, Base, B)U,A(B, Base). 
Since AB(A, Base) <bA(A, Base) and A,G-(A, Base) d ,, A(A, Base), both cases (a) 
and (b) lead to the following derivation: 
RDCJA(A, Base)) g RDcl,(A(A, Base)U,Pre(A, Base,B)A(B,Base)) 
= R&,(GP) by (*I, 
Now, by the definition of the integration operation and the monotonicity of the 
double negation operation, 
RDC(A) - RDC(Base) C RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B). 
However, this contradicts the following: 
RDC(A) - RDC(Base) = RDCg(A(A, Base)) 
g RDCg(Gp) = RDC(A)[RDC(Base)]RDC(B). 
In the cases (c) and (d), we can infer the contradiction similarly. 
Therefore the PDI algorithm never reports Type I interference. 
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(ii) Suppose that the PDI algorithm reports Type II interference. This immediately 
contradicts (*). Therefore, the PDI never reports Type II interference. 
Consequently, the PDT algorithm reports neither Type I nor Type II interference. ill 
Proposition 5.3 indicates that we can work on the algebra (RDCS, in, n. 1) to show 
the properties of the PDI algorithm instead of handling PDGs directly. But we should 
notice that the notion of interference is not captured in the algebraic framework, since 
it is specific to (RDCS, 0, n, 1). This seems a defect of the algebraic framework, but, as 
described in [13], it gives the integration operation on (RDCS,U, n, 1) certain advan- 
tages, when, for example, we have to perform a succession of integrations to propagate 
a change through the development history of a program. 
6. Comparison with the HPR algorithm 
In this section, we consider the relation between the classes of programs which can 
be integrated by PDI and HPR, respectively. Since we have given examples which PDI 
can integrate but HPR cannot, our concern is whether PDI can integrate all programs 
which HPR can integrate. 
The answer is unfortunately IX). Consider the following example: 
Base A B 
program program program 
[ll x:=0 [ll x:=0; [ll x:=0; 
end(x) [2] y:=x+l; [2] y:=x+l; 
[31 z:=y*2 [4] w:=y+3 
end( x,z) end(x,w). 
HPR can integrate these, producing following program M: 
M 
program 
[ll x:=0: 
[2] y:=x+l; 
[31 z:==y*2; 
141 w:=y+3 
end(x,z,w). 
However, PDI cannot integrate them because of Type I interference. Whereas the same 
tag [2] is given to each occurrence of statement y:=x+l in program A and B. different 
tags should be given to them, since they are different entities, in the sense that they 
are created by independently modifying the original program Base. (Indeed, PDI can 
integrate the example if the statements have different tags.) Nevertheless, the new state- 
ments of the two variants scarcely have the same tag under the program development 
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environment we assumed in Section 2: Since program modification is performed by an 
editor which has a tagging facility by which different tags are given to each statement, 
the new statements have different tags, even if they include the same statement or 
predicate, so far as variant programs are derived directly from the original program. 
Suppose instead that the variant programs are not derived from the original program. 
In this case, there is an intermediate program Base’, a variant of Base, from which 
the variant programs are obtained directly; successive application of PDI to the four 
programs Base, Base’, A and B - expressed as (A[Base]Base’)[Base’](B[Base]Base’) -
succeeds and produces the same result as HPR does. 
Even if programs are developed without the tagging facility, the same statement is 
not likely to occur in two variant programs. Moreover, we assert that the programs 
such as in Tables 2 and 4 are more worth being integrated than the example in this 
section. 
7. Conclusion and future work 
We have developed a program difference integration algorithm, called PDI algorithm, 
which uses forward slices as well as backward slices, by which it can integrate a 
significant class of programs. We have also shown that PDI satisfies associativity by 
proving the associativity of the integration operation on a Boolean algebra, where each 
program corresponds to an element of the algebra. 
However, we have not discussed semantic properties for PDI: we have not considered 
whether the integrated program by PDI correctly incorporates the changed behaviors of 
both variants A and B as well as the unchanged behavior of A, B and Base. A semantic 
property for HPR has been given as Integration Theorem in [.5,14]. We suppose, but 
have not proved, that a similar theorem would hold for PDI. This remains as future 
work. 
Another direction for future research is extension of PDI. We desire to apply PDI 
to more practical programming languages in more general program development envi- 
ronments. As for program development environments, the editor with tagging facility 
is not needed if we have some tool which identifies syntactic differences between two 
programs. The algorithms that meet this purpose are studied in [7,16]. Our target lan- 
guage, which only consists of scalar variables, assignments, and control structures if 
and while, can be a more practical one. We can easily extend PDI to an algorithm 
which can deal with more control constructs such as repeat, break, and so on. This can 
be achieved by extending the algorithms for PDG construction and reconstruction[l]. 
As HPR has been extended to such an algorithm that is applicable to the language 
with non-recursive procedures by means of interprocedural slicing [8], we can extend 
PDI to such an algorithm that integrates programs including non-recursive procedures. 
Integrating programs which include recursive procedures shall also be possible if we 
use the technique shown in [9]. Data structures such as arrays, records and pointers can 
be included in the language. In 141, for example, a technique for dependence analysis 
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of pointer variables, based on static analysis, is studied. However, the effective analysis 
for pointers and arrays inherently requires a dynamic program analysis. Therefore. in 
order to integrate programs including pointers and arrays effectively, PDI would have 
to be extended to a dynamic one, as HPR was extended to YHR. 
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